FORIX MODULAR RETAINING WALL SYSTEM

We are now manufacturing this unique design of precast block that is large in size yet economical in weight. The Forix wall system possesses unprecedented engineering efficiency. Features include:

- Triangular geometry of rear legs. This creates an arching effect with backfill resulting in downward pressure on block units for stability.
- Less freight weight and manufacturing costs when compared to solid precast concrete wall units.
- Natural stone finish
- Capable of turning radii
- 90 degree corner unit available.
- Constructible with or without cap unit, or with traffic barrier as required by site conditions.
- Automatic vertical alignment control by means of lugs on bottom of units.
- Can be designed and constructed taller than conventional gravity height walls using polymer geogrid reinforcement, including mechanical (positive) geogrid connection.

For more information on Forix Wall Systems, contact Randee Ogden at rogdenn@arconcrete.com or 845-562-0640.
STORMPRO HYDRODYNAMIC SEPARATOR

Strompro is a single structure Hydrodynamic Separator with a shallow sump and custom-configurable for multiple inlets/outlets. Features include:

- Employs unique flow distribution to enhance removal of pollutants including floatables (oils, bottles, etc.)
- Has one of the shallowest sumps. This reduces excavation and enables easy access for maintenance.
- Is designed specifically for each project in order to help meet the USEPA net annual removal goal of 80% Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and 40% phosphates.
- Manufactured here at our plant in New Windsor, saving contractors valuable production lead time over the other choices on the market.

A&R is now quoting HDPE drainage pipe for your project as well as storm chambers, geotextile fabric, water quality units, and castings to provide a complete drainage site package for our customers.

YARD DRAINS IN-STOCK

A&R CONCRETE NOW HAS 12”X12” AND 18”X18” YARD DRAINS IN STOCK!

Basins are equipped with octagonal knockouts on all walls.

Cast iron frames and grates sizes to match. Also in stock!

A small machine can be used to set

Check out the new A&R Concrete Products website at www.arconcrete.com. There you will find product information, including pdf and CAD drawings, as well as contractor resources, contact information, industry links, photos and more.